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Networking
Socially
Statistics say you can integrate social media
By D onna M esser
and business networking!
According to a recent Nielsen Online survey, social networks
and blogs are now the fourth most popular online activity
ahead of personal email. Time spent on social networking and
blogging is growing at three times the overall Internet rate,
and accounting for almost 10% of all Internet time. Nielsen
also reports that Social Networks are 68% more popular
than emails.
Below are statistics from a Microsoft study on why people
use online social networking, along with tips on how businesses should approach social networks for marketing purposes.
The study found that “ego” was the largest driver of participation. People contribute to increase their social, intellectual, and cultural capital. The reasons found for contributing
are as follows:
mm 75% - To keep in touch with family and friends
mm 62% - Being “nosey”
mm 55% - To express my opinions and views
mm 49% - To meet people with similar interests

mm 13% - For specific reasons, documenting trip to
wedding, etc.
mm 7% - It’s a good way to date
We learned through our research that 70% of social networking activity occurs in the evening with 37% of participants visiting daily. Photos, diaries, and music are the preferred
content to put on the user’s own pages, along with personal
experiences, movies, family, and travel.
If you’re a social networking buff, how can you maximize
your social network and make sure it compliments your business network?

Top Tips to use social networks for
increased business marketing:
Understand the consumer’s motivation for using social
networks.
mm Learn to express yourself as a brand.

mm Create and maintain intelligent and relevant
on-line conversations.
mm Empower people in your social network.
mm Direct them to your business network.
mm Connect your social network to your Website.
Once you’ve found your comfort level with both social
networking and online business networking it’s time to get
to work. I’m using my Website and my social network as
an example.
I have a Website that is full of information that I believe
is relevant and timely for my client base. It has both video and
audio interviews. There are articles on a wide variety of subjects,
all relating to my area of expertise. The Website has links from
companies that are in an alliance with me. My Website is a
reflection of who I am, not just what I sell. I have worked hand
in hand with the experts that are part of my team to maximize
my use of the Internet, social media, and Web development.
I blog, I use LinkedIn, I’m on Facebook, I’m learning
more about Twitter, and I’m quickly realizing the value of all
of the new tools that are available. I encourage everyone to
consider how they can beneift from adding all these tools to
their Internet tool kit. Visibility is a key to success in our world
today—and it is much easier to create that through the social
media tools offered.
LinkedIn is a business networking tool, that when
used ethically can be invaluable. I use my RISE philosopy—
Rapport, Information, Solutions, Ethically—and I don’t just
“LinkIn” with anyone. I try and find common ground, to make
the person I want to know want to know me. Bringing value
to the on-line relationship is just as important as the value
you bring to your face-to-face relationships. It can be as effective, but only when both sides of the introduction are going
to benefit.
I’ve had people invite me to join their LinkedIn

connections without taking the time to tell me about themselves, or where and when we have connected in the past. This
is simply a “fishing trip” for on-line trollers who want to add
names to their LinkedIn list; these are people who feel empowered by numbers rather than by quality.
For me, social media is a tool to share resources, sources
of information. and to make ethical and effective introductions—it is not simply a promotional tool to raise awareness.
When I blog that blog is connected to my LinkedIn site and it
is also posted on my Website. What I write about is of interest
to the people in my network. The blog topic may also refer to a
place, an event, or an organization where I have been. This creates a chain of reactions, because word is spread through those
people/organizations/events mentioned.
I have a personal Website: www.donnamesser.com. This
is a great way to share information about what I do for a life,
rather than a living—it gives people the chance to see both
sides of who I am, without having to verbalize everything.
To sum up the value of social media and business
development, it’s all about using whatever tools are available,
and getting the experts to help you maximize their use.
Through one of my initiatives called a “Power Team”,
I’ve been able to get an online radio program established for
my Website, I’ve learned to blog effectively, and I’m coming to
understand all of the processes around LinkedIn, Facebook,
Twitter, and more. Will I ever know it all? Never! But by tapping into the expertise of people who are in my network—I’m
making some pretty strong inroads. If you want to know who
I know, just ask! My Website is www.connectuscanada.com.
My blog is www.donnamesser.wordpress.com/. My LinkedIn
address is www.linkedin.com/in/donnamesser. For more
information on Power Teams: www.connect2speed.com/contact2.htm. E
Donna Messer is an author, speaker, and coach. She was recently named one of
five finalists for “The Most Influential Woman in Ontario”.
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